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Tuesday, 3 November 2020 
 

OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY BOARD 
 

A meeting of Overview and Scrutiny Board will be held on 
 

Wednesday, 11 November 2020 
 

commencing at 5.30 pm 
 

The meeting will be held remotely via Zoom (the links to the meeting are set out below)  
 

 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87194955438?pwd=amVuSDVodUpCdXpJVUlBRC9sNENhZz09 
 
Meeting ID: 871 9495 5438 
Passcode: 222849 
 
One tap mobile 
+442034815237,,87194955438#,,,,,,0#,,222849# United Kingdom 
+442034815240,,87194955438#,,,,,,0#,,222849# United Kingdom 
 

 
 

Members of the Committee 

Councillor Howgate (Chairman) 

Councillor Atiya-Alla 

Councillor Barrand 

Councillor Brown 

Councillor Bye 

 

Councillor Mandy Darling 

Councillor Foster 

Councillor Kennedy (Vice-Chair) 

Councillor Loxton 

 

 

 

Together Torbay will thrive 

https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/mod.gov/id508417355?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=uk.co.moderngov.modgov&hl=en
http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/26429152/?lang=en&countrycode=GB
mailto:governance.support@torbay.gov.uk
http://www.torbay.gov.uk/
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87194955438?pwd=amVuSDVodUpCdXpJVUlBRC9sNENhZz09
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OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY BOARD 
AGENDA 

 
1.   Apologies  
 To receive apologies for absence, including notifications of any 

changes to the membership of the Board. 
 

2.   Declarations of Interest  
 a) To receive declarations of non pecuniary interests in respect 

of items on this agenda 
 

For reference:  Having declared their non pecuniary interest 
members may remain in the meeting and speak and, vote on the 
matter in question.  A completed disclosure of interests form 
should be returned to the Clerk before the conclusion of the 
meeting. 

 
b) To receive declarations of disclosable pecuniary interests in 

respect of items on this agenda 
 

For reference:  Where a Member has a disclosable pecuniary 
interest he/she must leave the meeting during consideration of the 
item.  However, the Member may remain in the meeting to make 
representations, answer questions or give evidence if the public 
have a right to do so, but having done so the Member must then 
immediately leave the meeting, may not vote and must not 
improperly seek to influence the outcome of the matter.  A 
completed disclosure of interests form should be returned to the 
Clerk before the conclusion of the meeting. 
 
(Please Note:  If Members and Officers wish to seek advice on 
any potential interests they may have, they should contact 
Governance Support or Legal Services prior to the meeting.) 

 
3.   Urgent Items  
 To consider any other items that the Chairman decides are urgent. 

 
4.   Children's Services Improvement Plan Quarterly Update (Pages 6 - 21) 
 To consider the submitted report on the latest position in respect of 

the implementation of the Children’s Improvement Plan. 
 
(Note:  The Director of Children’s Services, Deputy Head of Finance 
and Cabinet Member for Children’s Services have been invited to 
attend the meeting for this item.) 
 

5.   Resource and Waste Management Strategy (Pages 22 - 39) 
 To consider the consultation draft Resource and Waste 

Management Strategy and make recommendations to the Cabinet. 
 
(Note:  The Director of Place and Cabinet Member for Infrastructure, 
Environment and Culture have been invited to attend the meeting 
for this item.) 
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6.   Budget Monitoring 2020/2021 Period 4 (To Follow) 
 To consider the latest budget monitoring report for 2020/2021 and 

make recommendations to the Cabinet. 
 

7.   Revenue and Capital Budget 2021/2022 (To Follow) 
 To consider and agree the report of the Priorities and Resources 

Review Panel in respect of the Revenue and Capital Budget for 
2021/2022 to enable it to be forwarded to the Cabinet for 
consideration as part of the budget consultation process. 
 

 Instructions for the press and public for joining the meeting  
 If you are using an iPad you will need to install Zoom which can be 

found in the App Store.  You do not need to register for an account 
just install the software.  You only need to install the software once.  
For other devices you should just be taken direct to the meeting. 
 
Joining a meeting 
 
Click on the link provided on the agenda above and follow the 
instructions on screen.  If you are using a telephone, dial the Zoom 
number provided above and follow the instructions.  (Note: if you 
are using a landline the call will cost up to 13p per minute and from 
a mobile between 3p and 55p if the number is not covered by your 
inclusive minutes.) 
 
You will be placed in a waiting room, when the meeting starts the 
meeting Host will admit you.  Please note if there are technical 
issues this might not be at the start time given on the agenda. 
 
Upon entry you will be muted and your video switched off so that 
only the meeting participants can been seen. When you join the 
meeting the Host will unmute your microphone, ask you to confirm 
your name and update your name as either public or press.  Select 
gallery view if you want see all the participants. 
 
If you have joined the meeting via telephone, your telephone 
number will appear on screen and will be displayed for all to see 
until the Host has confirmed your name and then they will rename 
your telephone number to either public or press. 

 
Speaking at a Meeting 
 
If you are registered to speak at the meeting and when it is your turn 
to address the Meeting, the Chairman will invite you to speak giving 
the Host the instruction to unmute your microphone and switch your 
video on (where appropriate) therefore please pause for a couple of 
seconds to ensure your microphone is on. 
 
Upon the conclusion of your speech/time limit, the Host will mute 
your microphone and turn off your video. 
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Meeting Etiquette for Registered Speakers – things to consider 
when speaking at public meetings on video:  
 

 Background – the meeting is public and people will be able to 
see what is behind you therefore consider what you will have 
on display behind you. 

 Camera angle – sit front on, upright with the device in front of 
you. 

 Who else is in the room – make sure you are in a position 
where nobody will enter the camera shot who doesn’t want to 
appear in the public meeting.  

 Background noise – try where possible to minimise 
background noise. 

 Aim to join the meeting 15 minutes before it is due to start. 
 



 

 

 

Meeting:  Overview and Scrutiny  Date:  11th November 2020 

Wards Affected:  All  

Report Title:  Children’s Services – Improvement Plan Quarterly Update  

Is the decision a key decision? No   

When does the decision need to be implemented? As soon as possible  

Cabinet Member Contact Details:  Cllr Cordelia Law, Cabinet Member for Children’s 

Services, Cordelia.law@torbay.gov.uk  

Supporting Officer Contact Details:  Nancy Meehan, Director of Children’s Services, 

nancy.meehan@torbay.gov.uk  

1. Purpose and Introduction 

 

1.1  This report is being presented to Overview and Scrutiny to provide members with an 
update on the progress of the Children’s Services Improvement Plan over the last quarter 
(Appendix 1).  
 

1.2  The attached ‘Improvement Plan Highlight Report’ presents an overview of progress 
against our improvement plan towards the aim of achieving the delivery of ‘good’ services 
by April 2021.   

 
The highlight report details the following:  

 Tracking of progress over the last quarter in completing agreed actions- i.e. ‘are 
we doing what we said we would?’ 

 Current performance against key performance indicators- i.e. ‘are our actions 
having the required impact?’ 

 The impact of Covid-19 on achieving our vision.  

1.3  The highlight report is designed to facilitate scrutiny of our improvement activity by 
summarising our progress and its impact. The report is also presented to the Council’s 
Senior Leadership Team and the Children’s Services Improvement Board.  The report 
also provides the Improvement Board with an opportunity to highlight areas for further 
attention that they may wish to schedule into their forward plan.   

 

1.4 The highlight report is formatted as follows: 
 

 A summary page showing overall progress narrative, key areas of concern and 
risks.  
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 Further detailed pages for each of the 4 improvement themes (‘Leadership & 
Management’, ‘Robust model of Social Work Practice’, ‘Sufficient and Skilled 
Workforce’ and ‘Quality Assurance and Audit’), showing current performance 
against key performance indicators and progress against the agreed activity 
timeline, with narratives. 

 

2. Proposed Decision 

 

2.1  It is recommended that the Overview and Scrutiny Board considers the submitted 
Improvement Plan Highlight Report and makes any recommendations to the 
Cabinet/Children’s Improvement Board for consideration.  

 

Supporting Information 

Children’s Services Improvement Plan Highlight Report - Appendix 1 
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Children's Services Improvement- Highlight Report

15.10.20

Amber

 1 

Budget Actual Spend Forecast Spend

2  Programme Budget  

 A business case has 

been submitted to the 

DFE and we are still 

waiting for an update 

on this.  

Ref

 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

Ref

 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

Ref Issue / Risk Date Raised Owner Probability Impact Risk Score

 1 Risk January 2020 Nancy Meehan 4 5 20

 2 Risk January 2020 Nancy Meehan 4 4 16

 3 Risk January 2020 Nancy Meehan 4 4 16

 4 Risk January 2020 Nancy Meehan 3 5 15

 5 Risk January 2020 Nancy Meehan 5 5 25

 6 Risk January 2020 Nancy Meehan 3 4 12

 7 Risk January 2020 Nancy Meehan 2 2 4

 8 Risk January 2020 Nancy Meehan 3 4 12

 9 Risk October 2020 Nancy Meehan 3 4 12

 10 

 11 0

 12 0

Guidance for RAG status

STATUS Overall ratings

Individual Action 

ratings

GREEN  

Activity on track and delivering 

expected outcomes

Improvement activity is 

on track or completed 

and delivering 

expected outcomes. 

AMBER

Activity on track but expected 

outcomes have not yet been 

evidenced and/ or activity delayed 

but still being delivered 

There is some minor 

delay in improvement 

activity  and/ or activity 

is on track but limited 

evidence of outcomes

RED

Activity not on track and 

outcomes are poor or 

deteriorating

There is significant 

delay in improvement 

activity and/ or activity 

is not delivering 

expected outcomes

Risk to children due to Covid pandemic including inability to be able to have unrestricted 

movement in the community an increase in statutory requirements including children 

coming into care due the impact of their emotional wellbeing, and an increase in parental 

dysfunction requiring crisis interventions. 

Robust oversight of the increase in statutory referrals, investment in 

edge of care and other commissioned services to support children to 

remain safety in family homes and wider community, support via 

CHAMS in relation to children's mental health, partnership responses to 

de-escalate and resolve crisis at the earliest opportunity. 

Dec-20

Nancy Meehan / Patrick McCann June 2021  

on going 

on going

Recruitment & Retention - Torbay not unlike other LAs nationally continue to experience issues with the recruitment and retention of staff, in particular SWKRS. In order to mitigate against this we have increased our 

ASYEs and presently have 16 who have all started at the beginning of September and will progress their ASYE year through the LA. To continue to deliver a safe service and maintain the ASYEs the LA business case 

proposal was accepted by the Cabinet which reported a requirement to have 0.5 experienced agency SWKS to support the ASYEs. Alongside this the TMP recruitment marketing campaign is well underway with 3 

applications have been received in only 3 week of the campaign being live. The new recruitment microsite as well as other recruitment marketing (i.e. ads) are also receiving in excess of 6k hits per week. 

Sue Whitmore 

Mitigation / Resolution

Quality Assurance - this is an area that we have received on going challenge from the regulators. Previously, all aspects of the quality assurance framework had not given the assurance that practice is improving or 

children have been safeguarded. We have revised the framework and implemented a schedule of dip sampling and audit activity which is focused on impact and outcomes for children. While quality assurance has a 

scrutiny role, it also has a supportive and educative function; by describing what good practice looks like, identifying areas for improvement and responding with appropriate action to raise standards. During the period of 

COVID-19 pandemic we have developed tools to ensure that our Covid responses to children are robust and meet the needs of our most vulnerable, each child has a risk assessment which is updated dependent on the 

changes in their situation and then appropriate action taken. 

Steve Hart 

Issues / Risks

Description

1st Cohort completed training 

Dec 2020 and ongoing with 

further plans to be timetabled 

via the Learning Academy 

Early Help - Early help will be a particular area of focus in the medium term. There is a significant piece of work being undertaken by PeopleToo which will shape our early help offer. Early intervention is a key theme, our 

cohort of Looked after Children are older which makes provision of service more complex. The outcomes for this age range are also less positive. There will be a focus on earlier intervention, and while there is an 

understandable desire to keep children at home if at all possible this cannot be at all cost, as such we need to ensure that Early Help is aligned to a robust Edge of Care Service. As such we have a dedicated sufficiency 

work stream in place to support this work. 

Head of Service Front Door

Mark Grey - PeopleToo 
June 2021  

Looked After Children and Care Leavers - There will need to be a particular focus on the areas of the service which were rated as Require Improvement as the improvement plan develops. 

Permanence - we acknowledge that as an authority we have not always responded to achieving permanence for our looked after children as swiftly as we should. We need to provide more targeted support and manager 

interventions to ensure more of our looked after children have the stability and security that is offered by legal permanence. We are acutely aware that our next monitoring visit will be focussed on this area - as such this 

is a priority for this service to establish mechanisms to performance manage these arrangements. As noted above we have created a sufficiency work stream to focus solely on this area. 

Karen Ogle/Patrick McCann 

on going

Medium Term Developments

Description of development Owner By When

If partners are not fully engaged or aware of their roles and responsibilities in relation to the 

improvement activities, then some improvement actions may not be achieved. 

Senior leadership from key partners are members of the Children's 

Services Improvement Board to ensure they are involved in the strategic 

development and oversight of their agency's involvement. 

If new staff cannot be recruited, then there may be capacity issues within the service.

If the service response is inadequate, then children may come to significant harm.

Robust monitoring and oversight of casework.  Effective performance 

management and quality assurance framework, and robust governance.  

Staff development to ensure correct skills level. 

If there is low level compliance with the model of social work and statutory requirements, 

then children may come to significant harm.

A training programme has been put in place for all staff to ensure there 

is a clear understanding of the model of social work, and statutory 

requirements.

Ensure sufficient resourcing of improvement plan; Rigorous and 

systematic monitoring of improvement plan; performance management 

and quality assurance framework

If the pace of progress in implementing the improvement plan is not fast enough to meet 

the requirements for 'good' by April 2021, then Ofsted may subject the service to additional 

measures.

If skilled and experienced staff leave the organisation as a result of rapid change activity, 

then there may be capacity issues within the service.

If the quality of the data is poor, then it may result in inaccurate performance monitoring 

and analysis.

If the council's political leadership are not fully engaged or aware of their roles and 

responsibilities in relation to children's services, then there may be a lack of appropriate 

scrutiny and accountability.

A training seminar will be organised for all members to increase their 

knowledge around the potential social care journey of the child.

Recruitment and retention strategy:  ensure pay and benefits are 

competitive and robust approach to recruitment advertising targeted in 

the right areas

Data cleansing of existing data; Implementation of robust use of child 

level data by team managers; data quality reports; action by managers 

to ensure that data entered into case management system is accurate

Variance

Owner

Social Work Model - we have commenced training in restorative practice as the preferred model of social work for Torbay Council. The training is well underway and feedback is positive overall. We have also invited key 

partners to participate in this training. 
Nancy Meehan/Steve Hart

Sufficiency - We continue to have too many children in care, too many placed over 20 miles from Torbay and use a high number of residential placements including a number for very young children (under the age of 

11). In order to mitigate this situation , since the implementation of the revised Improvement Plan in October 2019, we have focused on this area. We have implemented a new sufficiency strategy. There are 5 workstreams  

established to support the implementation of the strategy , which are led by the Heads of Service, and coordinated by Steve Hart, the independent improvement advisor. A Sufficiency Board has been established, chaired 

by the DCS, which reports into SLT and the various political meetings.  The Sufficiency Board meets at regular intervals to oversee the direction of the six workpackages:- Edge of Care, Fostering , Residential and Care 

Leavers, Permanence, Learning Academy and Early Help. Business cases were developed and all have been approved via the Councils Cabinet. An implementation group has been established and project delivery is well 

underway for example the Councils Learning Academy was officially opened on the 7th September by the CEX, DCS, Leader of the Council and Lead Member for Children's Services. 

Rachel Setter

Exploitation - Torbay has not responded to those children at risk of exploitation in a coordinated and robust manner, As such this has been heavily criticised by the regulators, not only in the inspection reports but also in 

the on going monitoring visits. We have undertook to review all the processes and establish clear expectations in response to those children at risk of exploitation. We have also undertaken training in order that 

professionals can identify children at risk of exploitation, this is resulting in a better coordinated approach but there is much more to be done in this area.

Brian Mason 

To be updated 

Description of concern

on going and quarterly reports. 

Ensure that staff are supported through change.  Provide effective 

workforce development opportunities.  Recruitment and retention 

strategy put in place. 

Key Areas of Concern

By When

Progress against

Senior Responsible Officer

Programme Manager 

Overall progress narrative

The improvement programme aims to bring our children's services to a 'good' standard within two years- by April 2021.  This is an ambitious aim given the extent of failings identified by Ofsted in their inspection reports and the recent pandemic due to Covid 19.  The pandemic and 

responses although are continuing to ensure children have been seen, have impacted on the pace of change required to support this ambition. However, we have set up a robust governance structure to ensure that this improvement agenda is owned corporately by the council and by the 

wider partnership.  An improvement plan has been completed and submitted to the Department for Education, identifying 4 themes:  

• Leadership, management and governance

• A robust model of social work practice

• A sufficient and skilled workforce

• Quality assurance and audit 

We have also created a further plan that amalgamates the CSIP and the Sufficiency strategy with the actions required to meet a Ofsted inspection. 

Improvement activity at operational level is under way with an emphasis on getting the basics right to ensure a consistently good level of social work practice.  Following the last 3 monitoring visits which identified the pace of change was not sufficient and services to children had not 

improved sufficiently leaving some children in situations of harm. The focus since October 2019 when the revised improvement plan was approved was on the Single Assessment and SAFs teams. These teams primarily work with children who require statutory intervention at all levels. 

Alongside this the QA framework was reviewed and updated and those children who were subject to exploitation were considered a priority with a review of all the processes that underpin good practice. Work is also underway focused on the rest of the child's journey. The approach has 

involved ensuring that there is greater clarity in what 'good' looks like, compliance with standards and rigorous use of child level data and audit to monitor practice.  This has started to show results in some areas although due to Covid some areas have faltered whilst we respond to the 

pandemic. Whilst progress  is encouraging, there still remain significant challenges in achieving a consistently ‘good’ service.   

Current issues are listed below.  There is a particular concern in relation to workforce recruitment and retention, although this is starting to stabilise however, it remains fragile and as such it has been highlighted as ‘red’ in the report.   This will be a significant focus in the coming weeks and 

months as we work continue to work towards stabilising this element of the service.  

We have reviewed all of the data relating to CLA and finalised a 'Sufficiency Strategy' which will now be the basis of 6 workstreams. These workstreams will focus on: 

- Early Help 

- Residential and Leaving Care 

- Permanence 

Comments

Nancy Meehan 

Lisa Chittenden 

Date of Report

Overall Status
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Overview RAG rating
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1.1 % with 3 or more placements 15.4% 4.3% Snapshot 14.4% 12.6% 11.8% 9.6% 5.8% 4.3% 4.0% 10.0% ↓ 10.0% 12.4%

1.2 LAC long term placement stability % (S) 51.3% 61.7% Snapshot 60.2% 62.1% 63.5% 63.9% 61.0% 61.7% 55.0% 70.0%  70.0% 66.9%

1.3
% placed out of LA more than 20 miles 

away
29.9% 28.5% Snapshot 29.9% 30.3% 29.9% 29.0% 29.0% 28.5% 10% 15% ↓ 13.0% 12.3%

Snapshot - - - Data not available until November 2020 n/a n/a
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1.4
Number of missing children during 

period
216 87 YTD 18 24 24 25 23 37 N/A N/A  N/A N/A

1.5
Number of LAC who went missing from 

care during the year 
99 60 YTD 6 9 10 13 13 11 N/A N/A  N/A N/A

1.6
Number of exploitation/vulnerability 

assessments 
136 154 YTD 11 18 36 37 22 30 N/A N/A  N/A N/A

1.7
Number of exploitation/vulnerability 

assessments graded as 'High Risk' 
22 17 YTD 1 2 5 8 0 1 N/A N/A  N/A N/A

2019/20 Current Period

Last 6 months
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Management oversight and supervision
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Ref Performance Measure

% qualified social worker supervisions 

Services for children at risk of involvement in gangs, youth violence., missing, CSE, radicalisation

Target Benchmarking

Theme one:  Leadership, Management and Governance

Target Benchmarking
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AMBER 

Overview narrative

The most recent monitoring visit (4th Visit) of January 2020 continues to identify effective political and senior leadership, but also highlights the culture change within the workforce. 

Progress to establish a permanent workforce continues but the impact of this is being reduced due to the stability of the present agency staff working within Torbay.  Sufficiency of 

emergency and unplanned placements remains an area of concern but plans are now developed to increase the recruitment of in-house foster care provision and the way forward to 

improve permanency. A positive downward trend has been established in reducing those placed further away and the use of residential care - however placement stability indicators 

are higher but the authority is not a significant outlier.  As a result this theme has an overall rating of 'Amber'. 

P
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1.8
Number of Return Home Interviews in 

72hrs 
222 117 YTD 14 20 20 24 17 22 75% 95%  N/A N/A

P
age 9



Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3

 Services for children at risk of 

involvement in gangs, youth 

violence., missing and CSE 

The MASCE process has been reviewed and the strengthened partnership 

arrangements is demonstrated by the inception of a child exploitation and 

missing operational group. 

The project team which was established to progress the potential to co-locate 

agencies in order to deliver more coordinated services to Children has been 

deferred due to Covid 19, further discussion has taken place between 

agencies however the police at present are undergoing an internal redesign 

and until this is complete we are not able to take this forward. 

We have completed the YOT Self assessment and the required COVID 

recovery plan. We have obtained support from the LGA to review the YOT 

strategic board as part of the Peer Review. TOR have been agreed and this 

commenced on the 21st September. 

 Ensure multi-agency 

arrangements are used 

effectively in safety 

planning 

 Implement task and 

finish group to focus on 

exploitation and 

potential colocation of 

partners to address 

safeguarding concerns 

 Improve the use of data 

from MASH to 

understand and 

effectively intervene in 

patterns of CE across the 

Bay 

 Training for workers on CE, risk 

assessment and help to children 

at risk of CE 

 Review the CSE 

Coordinator role 

PROGRESS NARRATIVE

 Implement mandatory 

training for all social 

workers in CE 

The CE coordinator role is now in place.  All staff are aware of their 

responsibilities to complete regular assessments linked to purposeful planned 

interventions to reduce the risks. The importance of timely and accurate 

recording is stressed. We are able to report that we have undertaken 182 

assessments since the 1st January 2020. We have 51 children at risk of CSE 

(37 amber, 14 red). we also have 51 children who have been identified CCE 

(46 amber, 5 red) of these 102 currently have an NRM flag. 

Awareness raising and training sessions will be offered to all partners. The 

training content will be shaped by quality assurance findings  

We have developed a new screening tool that screens for sexual exploitation 

criminal exploitation, county lines and children who are trafficked and are 

developing an awareness of peer group mapping through our bite size 

training sessions. 

We have started mapping children on a case by case basis when exploitation 

is identified. 

We have developed our electronic system to flag children at risk of 

exploitation and have developed a newsletter to keep professionals in touch 

with national developments and research around exploitation. 

 Complete peer review 

of Youth Offending Team 

Management Board. 

A review has taken place of LADO process to ensure allegations are managed. 

Changes have been made to processes and systems and a flowchart now 

illustrates the required workflow.  The strengthened requirements will 

necessitate regular audit, moderation and observation. Regular peninsular 

LADO meetings enable the ability to share,  learn, and develop practice and 

provide regular independent peer challenge. These meetings began in 

December 2019. 

The  LADO Annual Reports have been completed and will be tabled at the new 

Torbay Safeguarding Partnership Board  in relation to the years 2018/19 and 

2019/20. 

Progress in delivering key improvement plan actions

Theme one:  Leadership, Management and Governance

The sufficiency strategy is completed - work will continue focussing on 6 

workstreams which will detail the investment and longer term requirements 

in order that we avoid unnecessary disruption of placements and children do 

not unnecessarily enter into the care system  

Implement robust 

service plans.

The introduction of 

appropriate 

management systems 

and processes to ensure 

allegations are managed 

 Develop revised 

sufficiency strategy. 

 Sufficiency of emergency and 

unplanned placements 

 Effective leadership and 

management culture improving 

and sustaining outcomes for 

children  

Deliver Members 

seminar on the data set 

and performance 

information 

Quarterly update  

reports be provided to 

Cabinet and O&S 

Committee which will 

include relevant 

performance data and 

intelligence.

Introduce performance 

management system 

with immediate access 

to child level data.

The service redesign is in the process of being implemented, this was delayed 

due to COVID-19. Once the redesign is complete the service plans will then be 

completed including service priorities. We now have a combined plan which 

incorporates the improvement plan and sufficiency strategy that can be 

utilised to develop the service plans. 

Following the members briefing on the 16th March we are now working with 

the LGA to support a wider involvement in corporate parenting, plans have 

commenced. 

 

Performance surgeries remain monthly in all areas. 

 Consistent responses to the 

management and reporting of 

allegations of professionals and 

people in a position of trust 

(LADO)  

An annual report to be 

prepared and submitted 

to the appropriate 

boards 

Objective Key Actions
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Overview RAG rating
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2.1 % of contacts completed within 1 day (S) 90.9% 97.0% YTD 100% 100% 97% 89% 97% 98% 98% 100%  N/A N/A

2.2 % MASH completed with 1 working days 63% 88.2% YTD 92.4% 82% 86% 88% 89% 91% 90% 100%  N/A N/A

2.3 % contacts progressing to referral 21.2% 29.6% YTD 19% 46% 32% 29% 31% 27% 25% 50%  N/A N/A

2.4 No of referrals in period 1919 966 YTD 135 248 224 198 161 165 n/a n/a  N/A N/A

2.5 Percentage of Referrals that were repeat referrals (within 12 months) 22.3% 27.0% YTD 37.0% 17.7% 25.0% 24.7% 28.0% 23.5%  22.6% 22.3%

2.6 % of referrals progressing to assessment 71% 78.0% YTD 81.8% 84.4% 86.8% 69.7% 82.2% 79.1%  N/A N/A

2.7 % of referrals triggering strategy discussion 42% 37.0% YTD 44.4% 52.5% 41.2% 32.3% 16.0% 25.5%  N/A N/A

2.8 No of assessments in period 1701 1003 YTD 181 208 199 227 195 221  N/A N/A

2.9 % of assessment progressing to further services from Children's Social Care 65% 74% YTD 50.6% 53.6% 49.0% 47.0% 49.0% 51.0%  N/A N/A

2.10 % of strategy discussions progressing to S47 enquiry 69% 72.0% YTD 70% 67% 56% 62% 81% 76%  N/A N/A

2.11 % of S47 progression to ICPC 26.3% 21.0% YTD 45.2% 18.5% 26.4% 21.00% 19.00% 35.00%  N/A N/A
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2.12 Strat meetings are quorate - not available on PARIS - - - - - -

2.13
The disclosure of physical abuse results in a partnership consideration to undertake a child protection medical 

(not yet available)
- - - - - -

Period Min Upper

M
o

n
th

2019/20 Current

Theme Two: A robust model of social work practice

Overview narrative

Significant challenges remain before a consistently 'good' service is achieved.   This theme is therefore rated 'red'. There is a rigorous focus within the Children's Social Care Service on 'getting the basics right.'  This  continues to focus on the SATs and SAFs service 

area with an emphasis on application of thresholds and timeliness of decision making and the quality of practice.  Changes made to improve the operation of the MASH have been hampered due to the response to COVID and colleagues in the MASH being required 

to work virtually. There has also been work on practice relating to child sexual exploitation, those children missing  and those at risk of criminal exploitation. There has also been a strong focus on children subject to CIN, CP,PLO and our response to children looked 

after.  Our approach has included greater clarity in practice standards ('what good looks like'), which includes moving to a 'restorative practice' approach.  Increased use is also systematically being made of data and case audits through monthly performance 

surgeries.  

Whilst some very recent progress has been made in some areas, there remain significant challenges to improve to a consistently 'good' service. Audit activity continues to identify variability of practice and some cases where there are significant safeguarding 

concerns for children. Child in need practice remains an area of focus, where there have been historic issues with the consistency of practice.  The performance framework, with its clear timetable, is also helping to reinforce the drive for improvements in the 

timeliness and quality of record keeping. 

Progress is being made towards improvements in our early help offer. A strategic report produced by People Too has been finalised and implementation is to begin shortly with the first implementation board meeting taking place w/c 14th September 2020. 

RED

Consistent application of thresholds and delivery of statutory intervention

Ref Performance Measure
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2019/20 Current Period

TBC 11/20

TBC 11/20

TBC 11/20

TBC 11/20

TBC 11/20

TBC 11/20

TBC 11/20

Strategy discussions include all relevant agencies and robust arrangements to protect children during CP investigations
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2.14 % cases with Management Oversight recorded in past 8 weeks 43.0% 71.1% Snapshot 69.0% 66.0% 68.0% 63.0% 69.0% 71.1% 60% 80% 

2.15 % of assessments completed within 45 working days (S) 75.4% 76.0% YTD 40.9% 56.3% 80.5% 83.5% 82.4% 95.0% 85% 95%  83.1% 81.2%

2.16 % of children in need with CIN Plan completed 66.2% 64.8% Snapshot 46.5% 47.3% 57.4% 65.2% 64.0% 64.8% 75% 90% 

2.17 % of children with CIN Plan with reviews within last 6 months 19.1% 8.2% Snapshot 14.6% 12.8% 9.9% 8.2% 8.8% 8.2% 

2.18 % with initial care plan completed within 10 days of becoming looked after 76% 50% YTD 100.0% 100.0% 25.0% 0% 50% 0% N/A 100 

2.19 CLA cases which were reviewed within required timescales 94.5% 94.4% Snapshot 95.2% 95.1% 95.0% 92.2% 92.0% 94.4% 90% 100% 

2.20 % of children receiving CP visit within past 10 workdays (S) 45.6% 67.7% Snapshot 57.8% 64.0% 62.9% 64.8% 62.6% 67.7% 67% 80% 
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2.21 % of ICPCs held within 15 working days of Strategy Discussions 63.1% 74.0% YTD 65% 64% 78% 63% 100.0% 100.0% 90% 100%  78.7% 82.5%

2.22 % of ICPC progressing to CP Plan 93.5% 91.2% YTD 95.0% 94.9% 87.0% 96.3% 76.00% 100.00% 90% 100%  n/a n/a

2.23 % contact progressing to early help / early help hub 10.7% 13.4% YTD 4% 7% 19% 17% 24% 15%  n/a n/a
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2.24 % of CP reviews carried out within statutory timescales (not yet available) Snapshot

2.24 % of Looked After Reviews carried out within timescales 94.5% 93.9% Snapshot 95.2% 95.1% 95.0% 92.2% 92.0% 91.3% 90% 100% 

2.26 Number of DPRs raised 121 67 YTD 10 4 8 15 17 13 n/a n/a

IROs and CP chairs sufficiently challenge plans
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 Public Law Outline

Child Protection Process 
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 Improving quality of assessments and plans

Ref Performance Measure

Target
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TBC 11/20

TBC 11/20
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2.27 Average length of pre-proceedings (calendar days) 101 52 Snapshot 51 12 36 67 69 86 

2.28 Average length of care proceedings (provisional subject to further validation) 170 Snapshot 87 87 
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2.29 No. of LAC exits in period 137 54 YTD 8 12 9 10 8 7 N/A N/A 

2.30 No of reunifications 42 8 YTD 0 0 1 3 0 4 0 

2.31 Average time between court authority to place a child and deciding on a match 168 243 YTD 140 140 152 193 193 391 140 180  201 167

2.32 Adoptions from care (percentage leaving care who are adopted) 18% 6% YTD 13% 0% 11% 0% 0% 29% TBC TBC  13% 19%

2.33 Number of Adoptions and Special Guardianship Orders granted for Looked After Children (S) 51 7 YTD 2 2 0 1 2 0 TBC TBC 

2.34 The percentage of children who ceased to be looked after because of a SGO 22% 10% YTD 13% 17% 0% 10% 25% 14% TBC TBC  12% 13%
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Child permanence and adoption decisions
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Key Actions Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3

Complete review of early help offer.

Implement findings of early help review

Improve CP Chairs' understanding of 

cases and plans, and use of 'alerts'.

Edge of care services to be integrated.

Strat meetings are quorate 

The disclosure of physical abuse  results 

in a partnership consideration to 

undertake a child protection medical

Improve quality of assessments to 

better incorporate the 'voice of the 

child', and the diverse nature of 

families.

Improve recording of management 

oversight.

Review care planning requirements.

IRO and CP chairs work is appropriately 

evaluated for impact and recording 

meets statutory requirements 

IROs and CP chairs robustly review the 

plans for children to ensure the 

timelessness of service intervention 

Implement process to ensure the CP 

Chairs and IROs use the 'alerts'.

Robust arrangements are in place and 

understood in response to children who 

are privately fostered 

 Improving quality of assessments and 

plans 

The TSCB completed an audit in September 2019. Although there were some improvement, 

there is further work required to ensure we are compliant therefore this area is red. The 

planned activity to effect improvement has been unavoidably deferred in response to COVID-

19. Cabinet have approved the separation of the PCC and TC partnership board. TC are 

presently in the process of implementing a partnership board which will take into account the 

previous recommendations in relation to CP medicals. 

Theme Two: A robust model of social work practice

 Strategy discussions and S47 enquiries 

include all relevant agencies and robust 

arrangements to protect children during 

CP investigations 

Objective PROGRESS NARRATIVE

Because of the importance of this theme, every effort has been made to maintain business as 

usual so that the necessary improvements in service can be made despite the restrictions 

imposed upon us as a result of COVID-19. The evidence shows some encouraging signs to 

suggest that our improvement actions are beginning to gain traction. However, it is not 

possible to be conclusive at this stage although we have been able to establish with some 

surety that our improvement continue to be embedded. As part of our preparation for the post 

COVID period, we will ensure that our analysis of data will inform our practices as we begin to 

respond to COVID recovery.

The work with PeopleToo (established to conclude the proposals for a wide ranging and flexible 

early help provision) has proceeded at pace and is in the early stages of its implementation 

phase and partners were invited to participate at a series of targeted meetings on the 

21st/22nd May. We are now at the point of implementation with this first meeting being held 

w/c 14th September 2020. 

Edge of care service is now in the implementation phase having been approved by the Cabinet. 

The service re-design sets out clear plans to consolidate the edge of care workforce. Effective 

edge of care work is reducing the numbers of children who require admission to care. Instead, 

they are being successfully and safely managed in their families and communities. 

Progress in delivering key improvement plan actions

 Early Help services provide timely and 

appropriate help to children and their 

families which prevents escalation (or re-

referral) to statutory services.  

The focus on assessments and planning has continued despite the COVID restrictions. The 

importance of maintaining both has been a priority for senior leaders and encouragement has 

been given to encouraging staff to work creatively with a variety of social networking platforms 

which allow the work to continue. There is some evidence that cases have benefited from 

these flexible, imaginative approaches.  However, the quality is still to variable. This is the focus 

of the Learning Academy with the ASYES and the PSW with the wider workforce.

  IROs and CP chairs sufficiently challenge 

plans 

 Private Fostering  

The review of private fostering progressed and one action completed was the transfer of 

responsibility to the SAFs team. Further progress has been frustrated by the impact of COVID-

19 on those privately fostered children who are attending language schools, many of whom 

returned home. 

There has been ongoing work to enhance the role of the CP & IRO chairs but it has not been 

possible to evaluate the impact and effectiveness of this work due to COVID-19 restrictions. 

However, the data would suggest that there is greater oversight and more incisive analysis of 

events evidenced by an increased number of alerts. During this lockdown period,  further work 

is taking place to build upon the actions we took to adapt our review process to the virtual 

environment. We have consulted with others and will absorb the learning from their 

experiences. The DR alerts are being used to support the identification of children whose plans 

are not sufficiently meeting need. However, as yet they are not changing practice. 
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Key Actions Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3Objective PROGRESS NARRATIVE

For children who need to be in care, 

decisions should be timely and only 

exercised once all other options, such 

as placement with wider family 

members have been exhausted. 

Whenever possible emergency 

placements are avoided 

Ensure that there are choices of 

placement to meet the needs of 

children who need care, including those 

with challenging behaviours, those 

requiring emergency admission and 

those requiring placements outside of 

Torbay 

Children returning home from care 

receive sufficient support to enable 

them to live successfully in their 

communities with few returning to the 

care of the local authority

Matching for those children already 

living in long-term fostering placements 

will be timely so that they benefit from 

the stability and emotional security 

that this will offer them 

All young people who become 

homeless are assessed and are made 

fully aware of their right to be cared for 

by the Local Authority 

Review all cases currently in pre-

proceedings.

Review and ensure robust 

implementation of legal framework for 

Public Law Outline process.

 The business case associated with the sufficiency strategy has successfully negotiated each of 

its approval stages is now in the process of implementation. The priority to ensure that all 

children who are looked after or who are on the edge of care have a permanency plan is at the 

centre of an improvement and sufficiency work stream. Significant progress has been made 

which has continued through the COVID-19 restrictions to formally match outstanding long-

term fostering arrangements.  

All pre proceedings work has been reviewed. There has been a significant reduction in cases 

drifting past the 12 - 16 week timeline. Unfortunately due to COVID we have seen a minority 

recently that are slightly over the 16 week timescale. The HoS has oversight of all pre-

proceedings and care proceedings and reviews these weekly.

 Public Law Outline 

  Homelessness  

Children who become homeless have not received a consistent and person centred response. 

To improve the service the children's redesign has formally moved those who are responsible 

for supporting homeless young people to be supervised in the early help and targeted support 

service area.  We are currently in the process of actively reviewing a number young people to 

establish whether the appropriate course of action was taken to support them. 

  Ensure that permanency is considered 

for all children at the earliest opportunity  
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Overview RAG rating
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3.1

% Vacancies (QSW roles only -   

% of estab not filled by perm 

staff)

32% 28.0% snapshot 38.0% 33.9% - 31.9% - - 43.5% - 28.3% 28.0% 20% 25%  16.4% 14.80%

3.2 % Turnover ( fte) 27.70% 9.9% YTD 24.0% 25.0% - 27.7% - - 6.9% - 8.1% 10.7% 19% 22%  15.1% 16.90%

3.3
% Agency Staff (FTE of QSW 

estab roles only) 
41% 35.6% snapshot 52.0% 43.0% - 41.3% - - 26.7% - 34.3% 27.9% 35% 28%  15.8% 11.40%
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Theme Three: Sufficient and skilled workforce

Overview narrative

Progress to establish a permanent workforce continues but is impacted due to the stability of the present agency staff working within Torbay. The recruitment and 

retention campaign is underway and a revised social work offer has been finalised. The Learning Academy is live and a HoS has been appointed. There are presently 16 

ASYEs in place who will be supported by the LA. The Academy is also predicated on establishing a 4 fold increase in the supply of newly qualified workers entering the 

workforce.  

Workforce Strategy

Amber

Ref Performance Measure

Target Benchmarking

2019/20P
age 16



Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3

Theme Three: Sufficient and skilled workforce

Objective Key Actions PROGRESS NARRATIVE

Progress in delivering key improvement plan actions

 Workforce strategy 

 

Develop workforce strategy to 

include a training needs analysis 

and development plan. 

We have established and launched a recruitment campaign with an external 

agency to attract Social Workers to the Bay. There is also an updated retention 

offer which has gone live. The learning academy went live on the 7th 

September as planned - this forms one of the work streams within the 

Sufficiency Strategy. A service re-design is in the final stages of 

implementation. We continue to be challenged by high levels of agency staff. 

ALthough we are interviewing and appointing permanent staff we are now 

seeing a high proportion of churn in the agency workers which is having an 

impact on childrens plans. Part of the challenge is that the regional MOU is not 

being adhered to across the peninsula, with Devon increasing their hourly rate 

of pay. 

 Development of a Learning 

Academy  

 Initial recruitment campaign 

 Implement Service Re-Design  

 Workforce policies to be 

updated  
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Overview RAG rating
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4.1

4.2 Number of cases audited 51 4 10 9 10 1 17  UNAV UNAV

4.3
Risk is identified, responded to and 

reduced in a timely way. 
2.7 Snapshot 3.0 2.4 2.4 2.7 3.0 2.7  UNAV UNAV

4.4
Children, young people and families 

are appropriately involved 
2.5 Snapshot 3.0 2.5 2.6 2.5 3.0 2.5  UNAV UNAV

4.5
Decision making is effective and 

timely. 
2.8 Snapshot 3.0 2.8 2.8 2.6 2.0 2.8  UNAV UNAV

4.6
Assessments are timely, 

comprehensive, analytical and of 
2.8 Snapshot 3.0 2.5 2.8 2.6 2.0 2.8  UNAV UNAV

Theme Four: Quality assurance and audit

Overview narrative

To note that moderation of audits have been impacted upon due to COVID-19 restrictions.

Our quality assurance and audit programme has been fully revised and relaunched in November 2019.  We have focussed on ensuring that there is a more consistent and robust 

understanding of the audit process of what 'good' looks like. Moderation activity is starting to show improvement in the consistency and reliability of audit findings, ensuring 

that we have reliable qualitative information to inform continuous improvement in practice. The results of audits undertaken so far shows that significant progress still needs to 

be made before quality assurance activity is consistently impacting on practice standards.  Dip sampling to test the quality has commenced and  forms an integral part of the 

quality assurance  framework.  This is an area that still requires further improvement.  This theme is therefore rated 'amber'. 

Amber
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Case audits- the figures below show an average score based on files audited in the period.  A lower score is better.  The scoring system is:

Exceeds good = 1

Meets good = 2

Does not meet good = 3

Not applicable = 4
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4.7
Coordination between agencies is 

effective. 
2.6 Snapshot 3.0 2.6 2.7 2.6 2.0 2.6  UNAV UNAV

4.8 Consideration and impact of diversity 2.7 Snapshot 3.0 2.3 2.8 2.6 3.0 2.7  UNAV UNAV

4.9 Quality of plans. 2.7 Snapshot 3.0 2.3 3.0 2.9 3.0 2.7  UNAV UNAV

4.10
Permanency is achieved without delay 

and reflects assessed needs. 
N/A Snapshot N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A  UNAV UNAV

4.11

Children and young people participate 

in and benefit from effective regular 

reviews 

2.9 Snapshot 3.0 2.6 2.7 3.0 3.0 2.9  UNAV UNAV

4.12 Quality of placement 2.6 Snapshot 2.8 2.1 2.5 2.6 N/A 2.6  N/A N/A

4.13

Are young people prepared for 

independence and are they living in 

high quality accommodation that 

meets their needs. 

2.5 Snapshot 3.0 2.3 3.0 2.8 3.0 2.5  N/A N/A

4.14
How has the help provided improved 

outcomes? 
2.6 Snapshot 3.0 2.4 2.7 2.6 2.0 2.6  N/A N/A

TBC 11/20

TBC 11/20

TBC 11/20

TBC 11/20

TBC 11/20

TBC 11/20

TBC 11/20

TBC 11/20

P
age 19



Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3

Theme Four: Quality assurance and audit

The quality assurance strategy has been updated. There is an agreed 

schedule of QA activity which includes dip sampling and full case file audits. 

The quarter 1 audit report has been finalised. To note moderation has been 

impacted upon due to capacity as a result of COVID.  Ofsted in the most 

recent monitoring visit identified a more positive response to audit. During 

Covid 19 we have continued with the schedule of audit activity.  The quater 2  

audit report is in draft and will be circulated to the next CSIB. 

Complaints are monitored at the management meeting and the timescales 

are much better.  It is important we now establish a mechanism of learning 

form complaints. 

 Implement audit 

programme with 

thematic audits and 

dip sampling.

Deliver training to a 

pool of auditors and 

moderators.  

 Weekly updates to 

be provided at the 

HoS meeting, Any 

timescales that are 

not adhered to will 

be escalated to the 

HoS/Deputy Director. 

 Quality Assurance Framework 

 Improve the effectiveness of 

learning from complaints and 

ensure that this scrutiny 

contributes to improved social 

work practice and better 

outcomes for children  

Objective Key Actions PROGRESS NARRATIVE

Progress in delivering key improvement plan actions

 Ensure a consistent approach to 

the use of performance data  

 A review of the 

performance 

management and 

data reporting will be 

undertaken to 

ensure that the 

relevant reports 

relate directly to the 

child’s journey 

through the system. 

The performance data has been reviewed and we are in the process of 

automating the reports. Due to Covid Performance surgeries have been 

delayed but are now all taking place virtually.  The conclusions of the 

surgeries are reported to the CSCLT. 
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Introduction 

Torbay Council’s previous waste strategy covered the period 2008 to 2025, but in this fast moving 

sector a refresh is long overdue. 

Since the previous strategy was written Torbay Council has achieved Zero waste to Landfill with 

the formation of the South West Devon Waste Partnership (SWDWP), including partners Plymouth 

City Council (PCC) and Devon County Council (DCC). All of Torbay’s residual municipal waste is 

treated at the Combined Heat and Power Energy from Waste facility (EFW) in Plymouth under 

contract with MVV Umvelt.  The heat and energy produced is used at the local Ministry of 

Defence, Devonport Dockyard, to achieve maximum environmental benefit.  

In 2019 Torbay Council declared a Climate Emergency and as of 28 August 2020 around 230 

other councils have also declared a climate emergency. These Councils are taking action to 

reduce their own carbon emissions, working with partners and local communities to tackle the 

impact of climate change on their local area. If Torbay Council are committed to the Climate 

Emergency then its only option is to make the positive changes outlined in this strategy. 

Across Torbay, specialised vehicles are used to collect weekly dry recycling in two 55 litre boxes 

and food waste in a 55 litre caddy.  Residual waste is collected fortnightly in a 240 litre wheeled 

bin. 

Torbay’s recycling rate as at year end 2019/20 is 40.2%. 

 

On 1 July 2020, Torbay Council formed an Arm’s Length Company called SWISCo to directly 

manage not only the recycling and waste service, but all other services previously delivered by 

TOR2  (including Highways, Street Cleansing, Grounds Maintenance, and Fleet Management). 

In accordance with the Council’s Community and Corporate Plan, this Waste Strategy will provide 

the framework to 

 Provide sustainable integrated waste collection and disposal services that protect human 

health and the environment. 

 Identify efficiencies and deliver high quality, value for money in all waste management 

services, while achieving and exceeding government targets for waste. 

 Manage materials as far as possible in accordance with the waste hierarchy, maximising the 

amount managed at higher levels of the hierarchy. 

 Manage municipal waste, as far as possible, within the UK and seek to support the 

development of new local markets. 

 Enable flexibility to allow for new technology developments and changing legislation. 

 Continue to develop regional partnerships with other local authorities to achieve shared 

objectives, with a consistent approach. 
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The Waste Hierarchy 

The Waste Hierarchy (Figure 1) ranks waste management options according to what is best for 

the environment.  It gives top priority to preventing waste in the first place.  When waste is created, 

the hierarchy gives priority to preparing it for re-use, then recycling, then recovery and last of all 

disposal (such as landfill).   

The Waste Hierarchy is central to strategies around recycling and waste management.  Its 

application has also been established in legislation in the UK.    

 

Figure 1 
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The Local Context 

 

Figure 2 Municipal Waste Arisings 2019-20 

 

In 2019-2020 Torbay Council managed over 65,000 tonnes of waste. 62% (over 41,000 tonnes) of 

this was collected directly from households using the kerbside collection services, with 23% of the 

waste and recycling brought to the Household Waste Recycling Centre (HWRC).  10% is waste 

and recycling from commercial sources; 4% generated by street cleansing and 1% from bring 

banks and third party sources. 

The amount of residual waste each household in Torbay disposes of each year has decreased 

from 754 kg per household in 2006/07, to 523 kg per household in 2019/20, a decrease of nearly a 

third (30%). 

This improvement is not unique to Torbay and can be attributed, in part, to the overall economic 

downturn of recent years.  However, the change in recycling collection services (such as the 

introduction of weekly collections and expansion of materials collected for recycling) and 

introduction of food waste collection to households across Torbay in 2010, has also caused the 

amount of residual waste generated to decrease.  

During this period, Torbay Council has run a variety of waste minimisation schemes, often working 

within partnerships. Notable successes include: The ‘Watch Your Waste-line’ and ‘Love Food Hate 

Waste’ food waste campaigns as well as a joint contract with DASWC (Devon Authorities Strategic 

Waste Committee) authorities for face to face engagement with individual households, to 

encourage waste reduction and increased recycling. Torbay Council has also secured funding for 

the following projects, with the aim of increasing recycling levels and participation: WRAP food 

41,331.30

6,784.26

15,208.90

2,642.78
583.84

113.39

Local Authority Collected Waste 2019-20

Domestic - kerbside Commercial waste HWRC

Street cleansing Bring banks Third parties
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waste, Unilever increased plastic collections, DTS WEEE collections from the kerbside, 

Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) Green Points recycling rewards, and 

Alupro metal recycling.  

In 2018-19 the recycling rate for England was 43.5%. 

The percentage of household waste being reused, recycled, and composted (NI 192) in Torbay 

has increased from 28.08% in 2007/08 and stands at 40.2% in 2019/20. Although this increase is 

significant and should be celebrated, it should be noted that the recycling performance has not 

increased to the level that was anticipated and predicted at the time.   

The amount of municipal solid waste (MSW) being sent to landfill steadily decreased from 

2006/07, until 2015/16, when a dramatic reduction in the amount of municipal waste being 

disposed of in landfill was experienced, due to the opening of the South West Devon Waste 

Partnership (SWDWP), combined heat and power, energy from waste facility at Devonport in late 

April. 

 2016/17 was the first full year of operation of the facility and a further reduction in municipal waste 

landfilled resulted.  In 2019/20 Torbay Council achieved the accolade of ‘Zero to Landfill’, 

demonstrating a movement of Torbay’s waste management up the waste hierarchy. 

A recent agreement with the SWDWP means that all of Torbay’s residual municipal waste (except 

asbestos) will be treated as part of the joint contract, which is expected to further improve Torbay’s 

performance against this indicator.  Prior to this the commercial waste was not included in the 

contract.  

We have introduced an online appointment based booking system that gives intelligence relating 

to the number of residents using this site, it also allows control over vans using the site, limiting 

them bringing the same amount of waste that could be put into a family car.  The system also 

allows for the monitoring of the frequency of visits to the site by any one household, acting as a 

deterrent for abuse of the site by commercial enterprises, helping to generate additional 

commercial waste income. 

Housing growth within Torbay needs to be taken into account, the Torbay Local Plan 2012-2030 

identifies the provision of 8,900 new dwellings. This is an average 500 properties per annum. As 

the number of properties increase their will be a need to expand the waste and recycling services 

including the purchase of new collection vehicles and employing additional staff.  

SWISCo, a Torbay Council wholly owned company delivers waste and recycling services.   

The SWISCo business plan identifies the following strategic objectives; 

 Increase the recycling rate. 

 Create a performance focussed culture 

 Innovate through greater use of technology 

 Contribute to the climate emergency response by reducing carbon emissions. 

 Empower residents, communities and partnerships to work together through community 

focussed educational campaigns and activity. 
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The Regional Context 

This strategy aligns with the Devon Authorities Strategic Waste Committee (DASWC), Resource 

and Waste Management Strategy for Devon and Torbay, as well as the DASWC Waste Reduction 

and Reuse Strategy.  Torbay is an active member of DASWC although Torbay’s Resource and 

Waste Management Strategy is presented in a separate document to the rest of Devon’s, as 

Torbay differs from the rest of the partnership as it is a Unitary Authority. 

With local government reorganisation bringing the status quo into uncertainty and suggestions 

even being made about ‘super Unitary’ authorities, Torbay will continue to seek to align its waste 

and recycling services with neighbouring authorities, so that collection methods and materials 

collected are more and more consistent.  Within the Resource and Waste Management Strategy 

for Devon and Torbay, an aligned waste and recycling collection service is mooted as an 

aspiration for all local authorities forming the Devon Authorities Strategic Waste Committee 

(DASWC). 

The Figure 3 shows the most recent position regarding alignment of collections in all of the Devon 

district collection authorities including Torbay. If, in the future, there was to be the formation of a 

Super Unitary, or a combined Devon Waste Authority, having consistent recycling collections with 

very similar fleets of kerbside sort vehicles would help to ensure a smooth transition of services. 

At the moment East Devon are the only Devon Authority to have a three weekly residual 

collection, but others are doing trials or planning them. Torbay propose to first undertake a trail 

area using lessons learnt from East Devon. They found that with the correct education and advice, 

residents soon realised this collection methodology was possible even though there had been 

some initial opposition. East Devon have not looked back and have one of the best recycling rates 

in the country at around 62%.  

If Torbay could achieve half this gain it would reduce its disposal tonnage by 5,000 tonnes saving 

nearly £500k as well as reducing a huge amount of natural resources being produced annually 

which would be a big positive in achieving its Climate Emergency targets and budget savings. 
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Figure 3: DASWC Aligned Option 
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The National Context 

The UK Government has published a number of strategies which provide the basis for Resource 

and Waste Management across England for the next 25 years. These include: 

 25 year Environment Plan 

 Government Resource and Waste Strategy for England (RWS) and consultations on Extended 

Producer Responsibility, Plastic tax, Consistency of recycling services, Deposit Return Scheme 

 Clean Growth Strategy 

 Litter Strategy 

 Rural Crime Strategy 

 EU Circular Economy package 

 Climate Emergency 

Figure 4 

 

The key high level UK targets emanating from these documents include: 

 Eliminate avoidable waste of all kinds by 2050 

 65% recycling rate by 2035 

 Work towards all plastic packaging to be recyclable, reusable or compostable by 2025 

 Eliminate avoidable plastic waste over the lifetime of the 25yr plan 

 Double resource productivity by 2050 

 Eliminate all biodegradable waste to landfill by 2030 

Figure 5, shows the Government’s road map for progress. In spring 2019 Central Government ran 

consultations on some of the key proposals within the strategy.  A second round of consultations 

are expected in spring 2021. 

The four proposals which are being consulted on are: 

Consistent recycling collections 

To help drive up household and commercial recycling levels, the government will identify a 

consistent set of recyclable materials for collection in England (including separate food waste 

collection), no matter which part of the country people live in. 
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Deposit Return Scheme 

The government has proposed a Deposit Return Scheme that could operate for beverage 

containers, seeking to drive up their recycling rate as has been experienced in a variety of other 

countries. 

Extended producer responsibility for packaging 

The cost of recycling or disposal of packaging will be borne by those that produce packaging 

waste and place it on the market. 

Plastic Packaging Tax 

From April 2022 a world-leading new tax on the production and import of plastic packaging with 

less than 30% recycled content, will be introduced. 

Responses to the consultations may change some of the detail of the proposals, but it has been 

made clear the cost of any new burdens for local authorities will be funded by central government. 

Figure 5: Our Waste, Our Resources: A Strategy for England - roadmap 
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Objectives, Principles Aims and Priorities 

Objective 

To manage municipal waste within Torbay in accordance with the waste hierarchy to 

drive service improvements and efficiencies. 

Principles 

Reflecting on the principles with the Community and Corporate Plan, our approach in delivering 

this this Waste Strategy is described below. 

Enable our communities:  We will involve and empower Torbay’s residents to take positive 

action to reduce the amount of waste we generate and increase our recycling rates.   

Use reducing resources to best effect:  We will work to reduce the amount of waste that we 

generate in Torbay, reusing goods and materials wherever possible.  

Reduce demand through prevention and innovation:  We will put in place initiatives and 

mechanisms which aim to reduce the amount of waste we generate, in particular reducing the 

amount of residual waste that we dispose of.   

Integrated and joined up approach:  We will work to meet the Government’s plans for resource 

and waste management and will seek to enable adoption of new legislation as and when it is 

introduced.  We will work to ensure consistency of collections across neighbouring local 

authorities, aligning our Strategy with the Devon Resources and Waste Strategy and providing 

opportunities for partnership working towards shared objectives. 

Aims 

In implementing this Strategy, Torbay Council aims to: 

 Encourage positive behaviour change and facilitate management of waste further up the waste

hierarchy within Torbay’s households.

 Increase the recycling rate and contribute towards the national targets of 55% recycling by

2025 and 60% by 2030.

 Reduce the amount of waste sent for disposal, thereby reducing carbon emissions and the

associated financial costs

 Develop a resilient service which can adapt to new technology and changing legislation.
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Priority Actions and Proposals 

Why do we need to change what we do? 

The Climate Emergency 

In 2019, Torbay Council declared a ‘Climate Emergency’. Torbay Council is a partner of and 

supports the work of the Devon Climate Emergency Response Group, which is aiming to produce 

a collaborative Devon-wide response to the climate emergency to help us get to net zero carbon 

emissions by 2050 at the latest and also prepare Devon for the necessary adaptation to 

infrastructure and services required to respond to climate change. This means that we have to 

create a truly circular economy which is more balanced, sustainable and with its main focus on a 

perspective that allows both humans and our planet to thrive. 

The Energy and Climate Change Strategy for Torbay describes how we aim to help minimise the 

economic, social and environmental costs of climate change in the Bay by demonstrating 

leadership and providing encouragement in working toward emission reductions and resilience to 

our changing climate. 

The Torbay Resources and Waste Strategy will seek to support a path towards carbon neutrality 

by 2050 and will seek to consider the amount of embedded carbon in the materials that are 

collected for recycling and the environmental benefit of recycling as opposed to extraction of raw 

materials to produce new products. 

The new changes described below will enhance Torbay’s position with regard to its Climate 

Emergency targets and already being a Zero to Landfill authority shows that have started to move 

in the right direction. 

With the Waste Hierarchy being one of the principle drivers, we need to educate people to rethink 

how they use resources. Can we do without something we have always taken for granted, and if 

we do still need it, make sure it is reused or recycled when we no longer need to use it. 

Our waste service must drive all these principles and through proper education and advice the 

local population should have no reason not to strive to help us to achieve these aims. 

Financial benefits 

Waste disposal is one of the biggest costs faced by Torbay Council.  Reducing the costs of 

disposing of waste, whilst at the same time ensuring that the true cost of services are charged 

appropriately, will enable that money to be spent on other services valued by our residents.    

Reduction of the residual waste stream has the greatest potential for delivering savings whilst also 

pushing the management of waste further up the hierarchy. 

Recovering more materials for recycling will immediately reduce costs, and gives a double benefit 

because in most cases the material is recovered as recyclate which will have an associated 

income.  
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For example for every tonne of aluminium that is diverted from residual waste to recycling a saving 

of approx. £95 is made and an income of £818 gained, giving a total net gain of £913. Materials 

prices are specific to each material type and are also subject to market forces, which can affect 

the price obtained.  Aluminium has the highest material value, but you can see in figure 6 below, 

even if there is no income to be gained from the recyclate, recycling is a more cost effective option 

than disposal in all these material cases. 

Factors such as haulage costs and additional collection resources would impact on the total cost 

saving that could be achieved.  Plus, recycling helps to prevent the extraction of raw materials, 

resulting in carbon savings.   

Figure 6: Cost Benefits of Recycling 

Material Disposal cost / tonne 

£ 

Recycled – income / 

tonne £ 

Total net gain £ 

Paper £95 £55 £150 

Cardboard £95 £13 £108 

Textiles £95 Nil £95 

Glass £95 £12 £107 

Plastics £95 £44 £139 

Steel cans £95 £109 £204 

Aluminium cans £95 £818 £913 

Food waste £95 -£10 £85 

Green Waste £95 -£22.5 £72.5 

Waste Electrical & 

Electronic Equipment 

(WEEE) 

£95 Nil £95 

 

With the current recycling rate of 40.2%. Every 1% improvement in the recycling rate means we 

capture approximately an extra 500 tonnes of waste so to get to 50% recycling rate would be a 

realistic target. Therefore a 5,000 tonne improvement over a period of probably two to three years 

should be achievable and this would not only give a financial benefit of £475k in disposal savings 

but would also provide an income benefit from the sale of recycled materials. The income 

predictions over the next few years are extremely difficult to forecast, as the markets are highly 

volatile, especially with the uncertainty of COVID-19. 
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The disposal saving is much more certain due to the disposal contract that is in place with the 

Energy from waste plant in Plymouth, but what is clear is that by recycling more the financial gains 

are significant.  
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Making the Changes 

Action 1:  Increased education, engagement and communication 

We will develop and deliver a new education programme to be established across the whole Bay.  

By improving the way that residents separate and present their recycling for collection, collection 

round efficiencies can be achieved. 

We will promote food waste collections more widely and work to facilitate increased uptake of the 

service.   

New technology will identify those households who recycle very little and help and support to 

increase participation in recycling services will be provided in a way that is tailored to their needs. 

Current high performing recyclers will be provided with more detailed information about the 

recycling service so that their recycling behaviour can be maximised and to encourage reduction 

of waste through changes to their consumer behaviour.  We will work with these households to 

help to increase efficiency of recycling and waste services, for example by providing stickers for 

their recycling containers showing how materials can be separated to aid collection. 

We will give confidence to our residents that the material that is presented for recycling is in the 

majority of cases recycled within the UK and is made into new materials, saving the production of 

raw materials and positively supporting the Climate Emergency. 

We will work with our residents to make it as easy as possible for our collection crews who collect 

the recycling, thereby increasing the efficiency of the collection rounds.  In turn this will increase 

the tonnages that can be collected on each round, meaning that the rounds will be more resilient 

to anticipated increases in the amount of materials that are separated for recycling by residents.  

We have invested in a new recycling fleet which can collect more material in one pass, reducing 

the need return trips to offload, saving time, and fuel and with these efficiencies also come Carbon 

saving’s. 

We will improve engagement and communication with collection crews, helping them to 

understand why we are making changes and what the desired outcomes are – our crews are 

pivotal to the success of service changes.  

We will work to make the collections as fast as they can safely be and gain further efficiencies that 

can only be achieved from the investment in both vehicles and technology. 

Enforcement will be a method of last resort as it is hoped that with the right communications and 

help offered to all, that the majority of households will assist us to achieve better recycling rates. 

With the Climate Emergency very high on most people’s agenda, together we can strive to 

become Carbon neutral. 
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Action 2:  Reduced Frequency of Residual Waste Collections 

By reducing the frequency of residual waste collections, we will divert material that is not being 

recycled from the residual bin to the recycling containers.  If residents find that they do not have 

sufficient capacity in the recycling containers for the additional materials they present, additional 

containers will be supplied. We will ensure that the sorting and collection of recycling containers is 

as efficient as possible. 

Practical advice will be given to help with containment capacity, such as squashing plastic bottles 

and flattening cardboard, to reduce the volume of the recycling which will then fit into less 

containers.  

Through raising awareness of what they are wasting, households will reduce the amount of waste 

that they generate.   This is especially true of food waste when people begin to separate it from 

their residual waste.  

We will work in partnership, both locally with the Devon Authorities Strategy Waste Committee’s 

(DASWC) ‘Don’t Let Devon Go to Waste’ campaign and nationally, as part of the Waste and 

Resources Action Programme’s ‘Love Food Hate Waste’ Campaign.   

To support any changes to the frequency of residual waste collection, we will develop associated 

operational waste collection policies, including a robust side waste policy with associated reporting 

by collection crews, which will help to target support to the correct households.  Controls over 

residual waste delivered to the Household Waste Recycling Centre will also be implemented. 

Action 3: Changes at the Household Waste Recycling Centre (HWRC) 

We will introduce charges at the HWRC for certain types of non-household waste. This will bring 

Torbay in line with the rest of Devon where charges are applied for the disposal of construction, 

demolition and other non-household materials (including plasterboard, rubble, tyres, asbestos, 

plastic guttering and downpipes, plastic replacement windows and bathroom and toilet fixtures and 

fittings, such as toilets, sinks, baths and showers). 

We will also prohibit the disposal of black bags at the HWRC and instead require that all waste is 

separated for recycling prior to arrival at the site.  Again, this will bring Torbay in line with the rest 

of Devon. 

Action 4: Introduction of a garden waste collection service  

We will introduce an opt-in, charged-for garden waste collection service which will bring about 

further consistency of services with neighbouring local authorities.  This will reduce the amount of 

green waste that is put into the residual bin and will lead to an improvement in Torbay’s recycling 

rates. 

Action 5: Review collections from flats and multiple occupancy buildings 

We will review the waste and recycling collections from flats and buildings of multiple occupancy.  

We will work with residents and landlords to overcome the barriers to recycling which may include 
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difficult access to storage areas, poor design of waste storage areas, bad signage to guide 

separation, lack of space inside the properties to store recycling separately from residual waste, 

social deprivation and contamination by other residents. 

We will continue to provide standing advice to developers who are looking to build or convert 

properties into flats, helping to ensure that new developments are provided with adequate space 

and suitable design to encourage high levels of participation in recycling.   

Action 6: Develop commercial waste services 

We will work in partnership with SWISCo to develop the commercial waste and recycling customer 

base within Torbay.  

We will work to manage commercial waste further up the waste hierarchy, making the recycling 

service more desirable to commercial customers, through sharing the financial incentives. 

As a Unitary Authority, Torbay Council has a statutory responsibility for the collection and disposal 

of commercial waste from businesses who are unable to find any other collection contractor.  

SWISCo will review commercial waste collection charges in these circumstances to ensure that 

the true cost of collection and disposal is recovered from the charges made. 

SWISCo will also consider the range of materials that are accepted for recycling from commercial 

customers at the Tor Park Road site, with a view to reducing the commercial waste disposal cost 

as far as possible and diverting as much commercial waste as possible for recycling. 

Investment in in-cab technology for commercial waste and recycling services will provide SWISCo 

with more intelligent data to inform service developments and to help manage customer 

expectations. 

We will review the charging structure to ensure that the true cost of collection and disposal is 

recovered from all customers.  This will include identifying self-catering holiday accommodation to 

ensure that domestic services are not used.  

Action 7: Litter and street cleansing and fly tipping 

Street Services incorporating all these operations are also undertaken by SWISCo on behalf of 

Torbay Council. 

We will undertake a complete review of these services and with the use of new technology and 

innovation will not only make this service more efficient, but more reactive to immediate 

emergency needs. 

These services are intrinsically linked to the household waste collection service and as such each 

service needs to complement each other by working closer and sharing of reduced resources. 
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High Level Outcomes 

Increase in recycling rate. 

Reduction in disposal budget. 

Delivery of communications campaigns to support service changes. 

Community engagement with campaigns and service changes. 

Maximised pass rate of collection rounds. 

Maximised participation in recycling and food waste collections. 

Maximised capture rate for all kerbside collected materials. 

Minimised missed collections – a reliable service. 

High levels of public satisfaction with waste and recycling services. 

An engaged and invigorated workforce. 

Reduction in residual waste per household. 

Reduction in residual waste containment capacity, correlating to increased recycling capture rates. 

Maintain use of landfill at less than 1% of all Local Authority Collected Waste. 

Use of technology to inform communications and target interventions to increase recycling. 

Alignment of services with neighbouring authorities (DASWC). 

A smooth transition when new government policy is introduced, allowing Torbay to draw maximum 

funding from Extended Producer Responsibility regulations. 

Delivery of the DASWC Waste Reduction and Reuse strategy action plan. 

Strong partnerships at local, regional and national levels. 

An improved recycling service for flats and multiple occupancy buildings resulting in increased 

participation and material capture. 

A culture of continuous improvement of waste and recycling services. 
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